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Luther Park is growing into the future, reaching more lives in faith… join us in this legacy!  

Work Projects- There are some great improvements happening this summer. We are so thankful for 

our small yet productive summer staff, along with everyone who has volunteered already . We 

encourage you to consider spending some time helping to improve camp too, we’d love to see you!                                   

 

Reflection– Insight on giving to camp from Rev. Darrell Kyle “As I reflect, it really isn’t about what 

Trinity Lutheran Church in Lake Nebagamon, Wisconsin has done for Luther Park. The real story is 

what Luther Park Bible Camp has done for us. We send the camp some things, be it a donation, or a 

group of people to do what has become an annual work day, but the most important thing we send 

Luther Park is our children. When we send anything or anyone off to Luther Park, the real magic is 

what we get back. We receive a great gift by being involved and active in the life of the camp.  

What we get back is a group of young people that are on fire for Jesus. We get back young people 

who are anxious and able to lead in the life of the church. We get back a worship service that is 

entirely youth led. We get back a worship experience that the kids have at camp and share with the 

rest of us. We get back a group of adults that go to work on projects that the camp needs but even 

more that energizes our people for service to the church and the community. We get back what I 

believe is the best investment that we make financially as a congregation in that the dollars we send 

there grow the Kingdom of God not just here, but where you live as well. It isn’t charity to send funds 

to Luther Park. It is an investment in the present and the future of the Church of Jesus Christ. 

This year Trinity Lutheran in Lake Nebagamon has made a point of trying to give back to the camp 

even more. While we may not be able to send our students, and may not be able to hold our work 

day, we have decided to increase our giving to the life and ministry of Luther Park Bible Camp. That’s 

why our congregational council voted a few weeks ago to send $5,000 to the work of the camp during 

this crisis, in addition to the $10,000 that we sent for their building project earlier in the year. Luther 

Park is that important to us, and it is the work of the Gospel where you live as well. We are not a large 

congregation, but Luther Park is an invaluable part of our ministry. It is for your congregations too. 

Join us in helping to ensure that Luther Park stays strong and is ready to continue sharing the love of 

Christ.”   ~As partners in ministry this is an incredibly inspirational point of view, we give Thanks for all 

of Luther Park’s Supporting Churches, congregation members, business, and individuals! 

 

Building and Rejoicing Campaign     -The Ministry Center will be available for reservations starting 

this fall (following guidelines). The new building dedication is Saturday, September 5th. Matching 

funds challenges continue for 2020 and 2021, double your donations by giving through your church. 

We are currently at 62% of pledges/donations to our $2.2M goal. $178,249.18 has been donated 

towards the campaign matches or 29% of the $600k matching funds available. We are grateful for 

this support and invite you to join in the Ministry Center Campaign through a pledge or one time gift.  
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